
 

Athena Schools Trust  
Bulletin week commencing: 22/04/19 

Reminders for 

this coming 

week: 

 Finance 

and 

Educational 

committees 

meet this 

week 

 

Forth coming 

meetings and 

events:   

 

FINANCE 

COMMITTEE: 

24.04.19 @ 

GCS 

  

EDUCATION 

STANDARDS 

COMMITTEE: 

25.04.19 @ 

GCS 

 

BOARD: 

01.05.19 @ 

GCS 

 

GOVERNOR 

TRAINING: 

Finance & 

Budget 

Setting: 

01.05.2019 

 

OPERATIONS: 

07.05.19 @ 

GCS 

 

STAFF 

TRAINING: 

13.05.19 @ 

various 

 

JGC: 

15.05.19 @ 

GCS 

 

HEADS: 

16.05.19 @ 

GCS 

Once more unto the breach, dear friends,  

                                                                 …once more”  

 

I do hope students and staff have returned to school rested, relaxed and possibly 

slightly tanned as a consequence of foreign holidays or our own pleasant good 

weather.  

 

While my quote above is not meant to compare returning to school as re-entering 

the battle, we do all seem to be taking a deeply drawn breath and are facing up 

to an incredibly important, and incredibly short half term. We seem but moments 

away from examination season, and every last lesson, conversation, supportive 

smile and returned piece of marked work, counts.  SATs (whatever the latest 

Labour government pronouncement) and GCSEs and A levels are almost upon 

us, and everyone in schools are aware of how finely balanced our young people 

are at this time. We want a degree of focus, hard work and seriousness to be taken 

into the proceeding – however, we are also aware that too much overemphasis 

can cause children unnecessary anxiety and be detrimental to their 

achievements. 

 
It is for this reason that we must continue to support our young people finding their 

‘stretch’ zone. As the diagram above demonstrates all progress takes place 

outside the comfort zone. This is a place that we endeavour to inspire, support and 

model to our students. We cannot help our children prepare for examinations by 

allowing them to languish within their comfort zone. There is no point re-teaching 

content that children have already mastered. Equally we cannot go so fast, or 

present content so far removed from their level of comprehension that we cause 

them to panic.  

 

In truth, the building blocks for performance within the stretch zone is done over 

the previous days, weeks, terms and years. The culture of the school pervades all 

here and has to be authentic. It cannot just exist within its students – but must also 

manifest itself in staff and, dare I say it, parents and community. 

 

Learning and performing under the pressure of examinations comes from a 

balance of confidence in our preparation and nervousness about whether we will 

be able to represent our abilities truly. At this stage in the school year, teachers 

and leaders need to display this confidence and belief more than ever. Even if 

sometimes they do not feel it! 

 

So once more unto the breach – and this time smile. 



 School Focus: 

 Thanks to those colleagues who 

supported the headteachers in their 

mid-year performance 

management reviews these last few 

weeks. Your support, time and 

expertise is appreciated. 

 

School Improvement: 

 Last term we collectively undertook some really 

interesting work on curriculum. With the proposed 

new focus on this area outlined in the Ofsted 

consultation, I was delighted with our Athena 

curriculum purpose statement. Schools are now 

considering their own curriculum purpose and how 

they will evaluate their work against these intentions. 

Please continue to work with Carol and each other 

to move forward in this area. 

 

Actions for Heads: 

 Thanks to headteachers for returning 

their data dashboards. You will 

receive your school’s data slides at 

the start of next week – please do 

consider sharing these with your 

governing bodies as a way of 

minimising report writing and 

controlling workload. 

 

Actions for Governors:  

 Please consider the latest governor training session 

on Finance and budget setting. This is running next 

week. Do inform David Armstrong of your intention to 

attend – the session will be at Guildford County on 

the 1st May at 6.30pm 

 

Actions for SBMs: 

 

- Finance deadlines coming up: 

o March and April FMRs 

(including forecast outturn 

please) – 16th May 

o Draft 19/20 budget and 3-

year plan – 23rd May 

- Please reply to Sarah with dates for 

your Quarterly Review meeting 

- Operations Team meeting is on 7th 

May – 9:30am at Stoughton 

- Please keep supporting staff 

through the Surrey Pay changes – in 

particular be aware that the 

deadline for appeals / consultation 

feedback is 26th April. If you are 

aware of any likely appeals, please 

let Sarah Makenzie know, so that 

we are aware. 

 

School Operations: 

I am pleased to report that the DfE has confirmed that it 

will provide funding for schools to cover the anticipated 

increase in Teachers Pension costs from September 

2019. 

 

In 19/20, an additional payment will be made to 

schools, at the following rates: 

Primary: £136.89 per pupil 

Secondary: £201.48 per pupil 

 

Some key points to note: 

- The formula used assumes a minimum NOR of 100 

(good for Shalford!) 

- Funding will probably arrive in two payments – one 

for Sept-Mar and another for Apr-Aug 

- The Oct 18 census will be used to calculate the 

Sept-Mar payment, and the Oct 19 census for the 

Apr-Aug payment. 

- If you calculate that your increase in pension costs is 

higher than this grant (by more than 0.05% of GAG; 

<£700 for most of our schools), you can claim the 

additional funds. From my initial estimates I think that 

Northmead is the only school that might need to 

claim for this. 

- It will probably be necessary for AST to apply the 3% 

top-slice to this grant (and the Teachers Pay Grant), 

on the basis that they are supplementary to GAG 

Funding and likely to be rolled into this pot in future. 

This will be confirmed once we have reviewed the 

detailed figures. This is unlikely to have a major 

impact on schools due to the 0.05% protection. 

There will be no retrospective charge in respect of 

the 1819 Teachers Pay Grant. 



 

Further detail can be found here: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teachers-

pension-employer-contribution-grant-tpecg 

 

For budgeting purposes: 

- Please assume a 23.68% employers’ contribution for 

TPS from Sept 19 onwards 

- Include the grant above in the ‘Teachers Pay Grant’ 

ledger code for 19/20 and continuing thereafter 

(future years are not yet confirmed, but this will be 

our assumption for now). 

 

Please can you email me with the two numbers stated 

above, so we can identify if we need to apply for 

additional funding. 

 

This information is good news – all schools included the 

provision for a 2% increase in their 3-year forecast, so this 

should release some funds for other purposes.  

 

Contacts: 

Carol Pearce for school improvement:  cpearce@athenaschools.co.uk 
David Armstrong for governance advice:  darmstrong@athenaschools.co.uk 
Sarah Mackenzie for HR guidance and payroll: smackenzie@guildfordcounty.co.uk (G. 447366) 
Sarah Allen for financial support:   sallen@athenaschools.co.uk  (G. 447367) 

Patrick Overy for finance and operations: povery@guildfordcounty.co.uk 
Jack Mayhew for support and  everything else: jmayhew@athenaschools.co.uk 

 

Jack’s school visits this week: 

Monday: BANK HOLIDAY 

Tuesday:  Not at Pirbright due to start of term 

Wednesday: County 2-6pm 

Thursday: Shalford 2-5pm 

Friday: - 

Better Together 
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